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Abstract
We study a combinatorial optimization problem that is motivated by the scenario of autonomous
cars driving on a multi-lane highway: some cars need to change lanes before the next intersection,
and if there is congestion, cars need to slow down to make space for those who are changing lanes.
There are two natural objective functions to minimize: (1) how long does it take for all traffic to
clear the road, and (2) the total number of maneuvers. In this work, we present an approximation
algorithm for solving these problems in the two-lane case and a hardness result for the multi-lane
case.
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1 Introduction
Consider a fleet of autonomous vehicles driving on a two-lane highway:
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2
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.
Each car is labeled with a lane number, 1 or 2, indicating where it needs to be before the
next intersection. Our task is to instruct the cars to adjust their speed and change lanes so
that all cars with label ` are on lane `:
1
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We discretize the traffic by assuming that there is a grid of slots that is moving at some fixed
speed s (for example, s is the speed limit of the highway), and each car occupies one slot
(there are infinitely many free slots behind the last cars):
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9:2 Changing Lanes on a Highway
If there are no steering maneuvers, each car will remain in its current slot (i.e., it is driving
along the current lane, at a constant speed s). We can use the following maneuvers to alter
the relative positions of the cars.
First, a car that is currently on the wrong lane can switch lanes, assuming there is
an empty slot next to it:
1:
2: 1
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.
Second, any car can slow down a bit to move backwards relative to the traffic around
it, assuming there is an empty slot behind it:
1:
2: 1
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2
21
.
We emphasize that we do not allow cars that are on the right lane to switch lanes any
more; permitting such maneuvers would also give rise to an interesting problem formulation
to be studied in future work.
1.1 Objectives
It is easy to find a feasible solution by following a simple greedy strategy, e.g., for each car x
that is on the wrong lane, slow down all cars behind x on either lane to make space for x to
move to the right lane. However, this is not an optimal strategy in the general case.
We will consider the following objective functions that we would like to minimize:
Makespan: What is the last non-empty slot that is occupied by a car in the final
configuration? Intuitively, we measure here how much do we stretch the traffic, or
equivalently, how long does it take for all traffic to clear the road:
1:
2:
1
222 2
1
makespan .
Total cost: What is the total number of steering maneuvers (switching lanes or slowing
down) that we need to solve the problem? Note that in our problem formulation, the
number of lane changes is simply equal to the number of cars on the wrong lane, so the
interesting question is the number of slow-down operations. Intuitively, we measure here
the average delay for the traffic.
To focus on the more interesting algorithmic aspects, we present our algorithms from the
perspective of a global omniscient entity that has a full control over all vehicles. However,
the same ideas can be applied in distributed and online settings.
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1.2 Contributions and open questions
We develop a polynomial-time algorithm for the two-lane version of the lane-changing
problem. The algorithm finds a solution that minimizes the makespan and that is also
a 1.5-approximation of the minimum total cost. Moreover, we show that a natural
multi-lane extension of the problem is NP-hard.
Our work also suggests the following natural question for further research: is it possible
to find an exact solution for the minimum-cost two-lane version in polynomial time?
2 Related work
Tile-sliding puzzles. We note the resemblance between the problem studied by us in this
work and combinatorial puzzles such as the “15-puzzle” [8,17], which is a game that considers
a four by four matrix that has 15 tiles, labeled with numbers from 1 to 15 in an arbitrary
order. The goal of the game is to slide the tiles so that the tiles are ordered. For large-scale
versions of the n-puzzle, finding an optimum solution is NP-hard [13,14]. Our problem can
also be seen as a tile-sliding puzzle, but differs from the 15-puzzle in the following aspects:
many tiles may have the same label, the label only determines the final row (and not column),
and our moves are more restricted (for example, tiles cannot slide right). Feigenbaum et
al. [3] formulated a number of graph problems for the semi-streaming model. Unlike their
model, our problem does not allow a pair of nearby agents to swap cells.
Vehicular control. Problems related to lane-change consider traffic streams from the point
of view of vehicular control [2,6,12], traffic flow control [9], the scheduling of lane changes for
autonomous vehicles [1], assessment of the situation before changing lane [15], and negotiation
before lane changing [16] to name a few. It is often the case, as in [12], that these problems
consider a small set of nearby vehicles that need to coordinate a single lane-change maneuver.
A number of recent efforts, such as the European project AutoNet2030 [16], considers the
need to perform lane changes in congested traffic situations, as we do in this paper. Their
study focuses on distributed mechanisms, i.e., the communication protocols, for enabling
coordinated lane changes whereas this work focuses on the algorithmic question of minimizing
the number of maneuvers.
Traffic models. Cellular automata are often used for microscopic traffic flow prediction [10].
These models resembles the one of the studied problem in the sense that each vehicle occupies
a single cell. However, Nagel [10] considers cellular automata that move the vehicles forward,
whereas our model considers vehicles that can merely change their current lanes or delay –
we do not aim at predicting traffic patterns and just aim at minimizing the number of delays
and lane changes. The systematic approach presented in [11] shows that their lane change
rules can provide “realistic results” with respect to the system ability to offer an accurate
traffic prediction. A complementary approach for studying the effect of lane-change behavior
via cellular automata [7] is the observation of driver behavior [4, 18].
3 Preliminaries
Matrix notation. We will interpret the highway as a matrix with two rows and infinitely
many columns; rows correspond to lanes and matrix elements correspond to slots. The rows
are numbered i = 1, 2 and the columns are numbered j = 1, 2, . . . . We use values 1 and 2 to
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denote cars with target lanes 1 and 2, respectively, and we use the symbol ◦ to emphasize
that a slot is empty. For example, the configuration
1
22
2
2
1
1:
2:
is represented as a matrix[
2 ◦ 2 2 ◦ · · ·
2 1 1 ◦ ◦ · · ·
]
,
which we may write for brevity simply as[
2 ◦ 2 2
2 1 1 ◦
]
.
Legal moves. In the lane-changing problem, we can apply the following operations to any
part of the configuration matrix.
Switch (switch lanes, i.e., move up or down):[
2
◦
]
7→
[
◦
2
]
,
[
◦
1
]
7→
[
1
◦
]
.
Delay (slow down, i.e., move right):[
1 ◦
]
7→
[
◦ 1
]
,
[
2 ◦
]
7→
[
◦ 2
]
.
Pairs. A pair is one column of the configuration; an input pair is a column that occurs in
the input. For brevity, a column [ xy ] is called an (x, y)-pair.
Solution. A feasible configuration is a configuration in which all non-empty slots of row 1
contain label 1, and all non-empty slots of row 2 contain label 2. That is, each car is on its
target lane.
A feasible solution to the lane-changing problem is a sequence of legal moves that turns
the given input configuration into a feasible configuration. The cost of a solution is the
number of moves. The makespan of a solution is the largest j such that column j of the final
configuration contains a car.
4 Roadmap
Three problems. To develop an algorithm for solving the lane-changing problem, it will be
helpful to also consider two variants of it:
P0. The original lane-changing problem, as defined above.
P1. A restricted version of P0: a solution is feasible only if each car that was involved in a
(2, 1)-input pair has been delayed at least once.
P2. A relaxed version of P1: multiple cars may occupy the same slot in intermediate
configurations.
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In P2 we will use notation 1a2b to denote a slot with a cars of label 1 and b cars of label 2.
A legal P2-move is hence, for example,[
1323 1525
]
7→
[
1322 1526
]
.
The final configuration in P2 has to be feasible in the usual sense: each slot contains at most
one car, and each car is in the right lane. Also note that one move can only change the
position of one car.
Simple examples. Consider the input[
2
1
]
.
A feasible P0-solution might take, e.g., the following steps (cost 3, makespan 2):[
2
1
]
7→
[
2 ◦
◦ 1
]
7→
[
◦ ◦
2 1
]
7→
[
◦ 1
2 ◦
]
.
This would not be a feasible P1-solution, though, as there is a car with label 2 that was part
of a (2, 1)-pair in the input but the car was not delayed. A feasible P1-solution might take
the following steps (cost 4, makespan 2):[
2
1
]
7→
[
2 ◦
◦ 1
]
7→
[
◦ ◦
2 1
]
7→
[
◦ 1
2 ◦
]
7→
[
◦ 1
◦ 2
]
.
In a feasible P2-solution we could also take the following route in which we have multiple
cars in one slot in an intermediate configuration (but this is not any cheaper; we still have
cost 4 and makespan 2):[
2
1
]
7→
[
◦
12
]
7→
[
1
2
]
7→
[
◦ 1
2 ◦
]
7→
[
◦ 1
◦ 2
]
.
Preliminary observations. We emphasize that problems P1 and P2 are not interesting in
their own right; we only care about problem P0. Both P0 and P2 can be seen as relaxations
of P1, but they are relaxations of a very different nature:
A feasible solution to P1 is also a feasible solution to P0, but it might take some additional
steps that are only necessary to handle (2, 1)-pairs.
A feasible solution to P1 is also a feasible solution to P2, but it might take some additional
steps that are only necessary to ensure there is at most one car per slot.
At first, P2 and P0 seem to be incomparable. A P2-solution is not necessarily a P0-solution,
or vice versa. But as we will see in this work, an algorithm for solving P2 can be a helpful
starting point in solving P0, too.
Key ideas. The key insights of our work are these results that we will prove:
For P2 there is always a solution that simultaneously minimizes both makespan and cost.
Problem P1 can be solved with the same makespan and cost as problem P2.
A makespan-optimal P1-solution is also a makespan-optimal P0-solution.
A cost-optimal P1-solution is also a 1.5-approximation of a cost-optimal P0-solution.
We will use the above ideas to solve problem P0 as follows:
In Section 5.1, we design algorithm A2 that will find a P2-solution that is simultaneously
cost-optimal and makespan-optimal.
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In Section 5.2, we design algorithm A1 that finds a P1-solution that has the same cost
and makespan as the P2-solution returned by A2. As P2 is a relaxation of P1, it follows
that A1 returns a cost-optimal and makespan-optimal P1-solution.
Now it is clear that A1 also returns a P0-solution, as P0 is a relaxation of P1. However,
we will still need to prove that the solution returned by A1 is a makespan-optimal
P0-solution and also a 1.5-approximation of a cost-optimal P0-solution. The proof is
given in Section 5.3.
5 Algorithm details
Notation. Let W be the total number of cars that are on the wrong lane in the input
configuration. Any feasible solution contains exactlyW switch operations. Hence a minimum-
cost solution is a solution that minimizes the number of delay operations.
5.1 Solving problem P2
Flow equations. Let us first develop some necessary conditions that characterize feasible
solutions for P2 (and hence they are also necessary conditions for a feasible solution of P1).
Consider some feasible solution Y . Let ` = 1, 2 be a label. We will consider the flow of
cars of label `:
s`(j) is the number of cars of label ` in column j in the input configuration,
t`(j) is the number of cars of label ` in column j in the final configuration,
f`(j) is the number of times a car of label ` is moved from column j to column j + 1.
Recall that the columns are numbered j = 1, 2, . . . , but for convenience, we also define
f`(0) = 0 so that we can always refer to f`(j − 1). Let us now define the grand total of flow
that we will need to handle at column j:
g`(j) = f`(j − 1) + s`(j). (1)
As no car is lost or created, flow is conserved:
g`(j) = t`(j) + f`(j). (2)
In the final configuration we have got at most one car per slot:
t`(j) ≤ 1. (3)
Hence by (2) and (3) we necessarily have
f`(j) ≥ g`(j)− 1. (4)
By the definition of problem P1 (and hence P2), cars in (2, 1)-input pairs are always delayed
at least once. To capture this, define the indicator function p as follows:
p`(j) = 1 if there is a (2, 1)-input pair in column j in the input configuration.
Using this notation, we have for each j = 1, 2, . . .
f`(j) ≥ p`(j). (5)
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Now t and f may depend on the particular solution Y , but s and p only depend on the
input configuration. For any given input, we can recursively calculate a minimal flow f∗
that satisfies (1), (4), and (5):
g∗` (j) = f∗` (j − 1) + s`(j) for all j = 1, 2, . . . , (6)
f∗` (j) = max
{
p`(j), g∗` (j)− 1
}
for all j = 1, 2, . . . . (7)
Again we follow the convention that f∗` (0) = 0 so that f∗` (j − 1) is well-defined for every
column j. Note that for all ` and j and for any feasible flow f , we have by construction
f∗` (j) ≤ f`(j). Hence we can make the following observations:
I Lemma 1. The cost of any feasible P2-solution is at least W +
∑
`,j f
∗
` (j).
I Lemma 2. For all ` and j, if g∗` (j) > 0, then the makespan of any feasible P2-solution is
at least j.
Algorithm A2. Now it is sufficient to design an algorithm that moves cars precisely according
to the minimal flow f∗; if we can do that, the solution will be both cost-optimal and makespan-
optimal.
But this is easy: First each car switches to the right lane; this takes W moves. Then we
follow (6)–(7) for columns j = 1, 2, . . . in ascending order: first we move f∗` (1) cars of label `
from column 1 to column 2, then we have g∗` (2) cars of label ` in column 2, etc. If we always
move first those cars that were already present in a given slot in the input configuration, we
will satisfy all constraints of problem P2, including the special rule about (2, 1)-pairs.
We have now algorithm A2 that finds simultaneously cost-optimal and makespan-optimal
solutions for P2. However, this is clearly not a solution for P1, as we may have multiple cars
in one slot in intermediate configurations.
5.2 Solving problem P1
Idea. We now develop algorithm A1 that follows the same minimal flow f∗, but schedules
the operations differently so that it produces a feasible solution to problem P1:
Algorithm A2 “pushes” cars starting from the first cars.
Algorithm A1 “pulls” cars starting from the last cars.
Our basic idea is to show that – with a little bit of planning ahead – we can move cars
according to f∗ without putting multiple cars in one slot.
In the algorithm we will update s, p, f∗, and g∗ as we move cars around so that they
refer to the current configuration, and not the input configuration. Eventually all cars will
be in their final positions, there is no need to move anything, and f∗ will be zero.
Trivial and tricky pairs. A pair of type (◦, 1) or (2, ◦) is called a trivial pair. As the first
step of the algorithm, each trivial pair will switch lanes; hence we eliminate all trivial pairs.
Our algorithm will ensure that whenever we create new trivial pairs, they are also eliminated
immediately.
A pair of type (2, 1) is called a tricky pair. We will make sure that the algorithm only
eliminates tricky pairs and never create new tricky pairs. We will use p to keep track of the
tricky pairs that were present in the input: Initially, p1(j) = p2(j) = 1 if we have a tricky
pair in column j. Then whenever we delay a car with label ` in column j, we set p`(j)← 0.
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Active and hot columns. We say that a column j is `-active if we have s`(j) > 0 and
f∗` (j) > 0. A column is active if it is `-active for some `.
A column is hot if it is the rightmost (last) active column. The hot column is called `-hot
if it is `-active. (Note that there is at most one hot column, and the hot column is 1-hot,
2-hot, or both. Also note that the rightmost 1-active column is not necessarily 1-hot, as
there might be a 2-active column that is further right, and vice versa.)
Intuitively, an active column contains some cars that are not in their final positions, and
the hot column contains the last cars that are not in their final positions. As long as f∗ is
somewhere nonzero, there has to be an active column, and hence also a hot column.
The following lemmas summarize the key properties that we use.
I Lemma 3. Assume that
there are no trivial pairs,
column j is `-hot,
slot (`, j) contains a car with label `.
Then slot (`, j + 1) has to be empty.
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that ` = 1; the case of ` = 2 is analogous.
If column j + 1 contains a car of label 1, then f∗1 (j) + s1(j + 1) ≥ 2, and therefore
f∗1 (j + 1) ≥ 1. But this would mean that column j + 1 is active, which contradicts the
assumption that j is hot (i.e., the rightmost active column).
If column j+1 does not contain any car of label 1, but slot (`, j+1) is not empty, the only
possibility is that column j + 1 contains a pair (2, 2). But then we would have s2(j + 1) ≥ 2
and f∗2 (j + 1) ≥ 1 and again j + 1 would be active. J
I Lemma 4. Assume that
column j is hot,
column j contains a tricky pair.
Then column j + 1 has to be empty.
Proof. The tricky pair implies that f∗1 (j) ≥ 1 and f∗2 (j) ≥ 1. If column j + 1 contains a car
with label ` in the current configuration, we will have s`(j + 1) ≥ 1, and hence g∗` (j + 1) ≥ 2
and f∗` (j+1) ≥ 1. Therefore, column j+1 would be active, which contradicts the assumption
that j is hot (i.e., the rightmost active column). J
Algorithm A1. If we do not have any hot columns, we are done. Otherwise, let j be an
`-hot column. Our goal is to show that the algorithm can make progress and delay at least
one car in the hot column. We have two cases:
1. Slot (`, j) contains a car with label `: By Lemma 3, we can delay the car with label ` in
row `.[
1 ◦
x y
]
7→
[
◦ 1
x y
]
,
[
x y
2 ◦
]
7→
[
x y
◦ 2
]
This cannot create tricky or trivial pairs in column j + 1. If this resulted in a trivial pair
in column j, the algorithm then eliminates it with a switch, e.g.:[
1 ◦
1 y
]
7→
[
◦ 1
1 y
]
7→
[
1 1
◦ y
]
.
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2. Slot (`, j) does not contain a car with label `: By the definition of an `-hot column, there
has to be a car ` somewhere in column j, and as we do not have trivial pairs, we must
have a tricky pair. By Lemma 4 column j + 1 is empty. Hence we can move car 1 from
column j to column j + 1, and this creates trivial pairs in both column j and column
j + 1. Then we perform two switch operations to eliminate the trivial pairs:[
2 ◦
1 ◦
]
7→
[
2 ◦
◦ 1
]
7→
[
◦ ◦
2 1
]
7→
[
◦ 1
2 ◦
]
.
(Note that here car 2 is not in its final position, p2(j) is still nonzero, the column remains
active, it will eventually become hot, and the car will be moved right.)
Hence in all cases the algorithm can move at least one car, and we can calculate each
move efficiently. By construction, both the cost and the makespan of algorithm A1 are the
same as in the solution returned by algorithm A2; as A2 solved P2 optimally, and P2 is a
relaxation of P1, we conclude that A1 solves P1 optimally.
5.3 Solving problem P0
Recall that P0 is a relaxation of P1. Hence we can directly use algorithm A1 to solve also P0.
The following lemma shows that any P1-optimal solution is also a relatively good solution
for P0.
I Lemma 5. Assume that there is a solution X for P0 that uses W switch operations and
D delay operations and has a makespan M . Then it is possible to find a solution Y for
P1 that uses W switch operations and at most D + min(D,W ) delay operations and has a
makespan M .
To prove the lemma, we show how to modify X to construct Y . We begin with definitions.
Bad cars and bad blocks. Consider the trajectories of the cars in solution X.
We say that a car is switch-only if it only switches lanes once and is never delayed. For
example, a switch-only car with label 2 was initially in slot (1, j) for some j, and in the final
configuration it is in slot (2, j) for the same j. Note that each column contains at most one
switch-only car.
We say that a switch-only car is bad if it is part of a (2, 1)-input pair. We may have such
in P0-solution X but we must not have them in P1-solution Y .
A bad block of type ` is a range of columns j, j + 1, . . . , k − 1 such that:
1. Column j contains a bad car with label `.
2. Each of columns j + 1, . . . , k − 1 contains a switch-only car with label `. (Some of these
cars may also be bad.)
3. Column k does not contain any switch-only cars with label `. (Note that this column
may contain a switch-only car of the opposite type, and it may be bad.)
For brevity, we write [j, k) for the range of columns j, j + 1, . . . , k − 1. Note that if we have
a bad car in column j, we can always find some k such that [j, k) is a bad block.
Eliminating bad blocks. Our plan is that we identify the first bad block, and manipulate
the solution locally so that none of the columns [j, k) contain any bad cars. Then we repeat
this until there are no bad blocks (and hence no bad cars) left.
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Consider the first bad block [j, k) that we have not yet eliminated; we write L = k − j
for the length of the bad block. W.l.o.g., assume that the bad car in column j has label 2;
the other case is analogous. The input configuration of the bad block looks like
j j+1 k−1[ ]
2 2 · · · 2
1 ? · · · ?
,
and an output configuration of the block looks like
j j+1 k−1[ ]
? ? · · · ?
2 2 · · · 2
.
Consider the trajectory of the car 1 that was originally in column j; this is called the leading
car. The leading car was moved from column j to column j + 1 before the switch-only cars
in columns j and j + 1 moved. It was also moved from column j + 1 to column j + 2 before
the switch-only cars in columns j + 1 and j + 2 moved, etc. In the final configuration the
leading car has to be outside the bad block. Inside the bad block, solution X performs at
least L switch operations (L switch-only cars) and at least L delay operations (one leading
car moved L times). Note that in our bookkeeping, we associate the cost of a delay operation
with the source column.
Case 1: Empty slot follows. Now first consider the possibility that slot (2, k) is empty in
the final configuration. Then we can eliminate all bad cars within the bad block with L
additional delay operations: delay the cars in (2, k − 1), (2, k − 2), . . . , (2, j) in this order.
In essence, we turn
j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? · · · ? ?
2 2 · · · 2 ◦
into
j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? · · · ? ?
◦ 2 · · · 2 2
.
Note that we modify column k which is outside the current bad block, and there might be
another bad block starting at column k. However, it can be verified that what we do with
block [j, k) is compatible with what we do with the block starting at k.
Case 2: Non-empty slot follows. Now assume that slot (2, k) is occupied in the final
configuration; let us call it the trailing car. It has to be a car with label 2:
j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? · · · ? ?
2 2 · · · 2 2
.
By definition, it is not a switch-only car. Also the trailing car was not there initially;
otherwise it would have blocked the path of the leading car.
Working backwards from the final position of the trailing car, we can see that the trailing
car had to be the last car that occupied slot (2, k − 1) before the switch-only car in column
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k − 1 moved there, and it also had to be the last car that occupied slot (2, k − 2) before
the switch-only car in column k − 2 moved there, etc. The trailing car could not have been
originally position in any of these slots, as it would have blocked the way of the leading car.
Hence at some point the trailing car followed the path (2, j − 1)→ (2, j)→ . . .→ (2, k), and
in each column the switch-only cars moved only after the trailing car was gone.
To recap, we have got in total L+ 1 cars with label 2 that were in some intermediate
configuration placed as follows; we denote the trailing car with 2∗:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? 2 2 · · · 2 ?
2∗ ? ? · · · ? ?
. (8)
The trailing car moves rightwards, and the switch-only car in column k − 1 switches lanes.
At some point we reach the following configuration; here 2? denotes a slot that is either
empty (a switch-only car has not switched yet) or it contains a car with label 2:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? ? · · · ◦ ?
? 2? 2? · · · 2 2∗
. (9)
Finally, the cars end up in the following positions:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? ? · · · ? ?
? 2 2 · · · 2 2∗
. (10)
The key observation is this: at all points between configurations (8) and (9), the switch-
only cars and the trailing car together form a barrier that blocks both lanes. Let us make
this a bit more formal. Classify the cars in (8) as follows:
j−2 j−1 j j+1 k−1 k k+1[ ]
· · · left left middle middle · · · middle right right · · ·
· · · left middle right right · · · right right right · · ·
.
Now left cars cannot move beyond column k − 2 until we reach configuration (9), while all
right cars will be in columns k, k + 1, . . . in configuration (9). The left and the right cars do
not interact between (8) and (9); they are always separated by the middle cars (which do
not move beyond column k).
Let us modify the solution as follows: we skip all moves related to left and middle cars
between (8) and (9); only right cars are permitted to move. We will reach the following
configuration instead of (9); note that we have cleared the part below the switch-only cars:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? 2 2 · · · 2 ?
2∗ ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ ◦
.
Then we move the rightmost switch-only car down and right:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? 2 2 · · · ◦ ?
2∗ ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ 2
.
We repeat this for each switch-only car in columns k − 2, k − 3, . . . , j, and finally we move
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the trailing car right. We reach the following configuration:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ ?
◦ 2∗ 2 · · · 2 2
.
Now we have handled right cars (following their original schedule) and middle cars (following
a new schedule). Finally we perform all operations between (8) and (9) that were related to
the left cars, and we reach a configuration like this:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? ? · · · ◦ ?
? 2∗ 2 · · · 2 2
.
Then we continue with the operations after (9), skipping those related to the middle cars,
and we reach configuration of the following form:
j−1 j j+1 k−1 k[ ]
? ? ? · · · ? ?
? 2∗ 2 · · · 2 2
.
The only difference in comparison with (10) is that the trailing car is left in column j, and
switch-only cars have moved right by one step. Hence none of them are bad any more.
Now let us see what we achieved. We constructed another solution in which one bad
block of length L was eliminated. We performed L additional delay operations with the
switch-only cars, but on the other hand we saved L delay operations with the trailing car;
hence the new solution has the same cost as the original solution.
Concluding the proof. For each bad block we do either L or 0 additional delay operations,
and the block already contained at least L delay and L switch operations. Summing over
all bad blocks, if they contain D delay and W switch operations in total, we do at most
min(D,W ) additional delay operations. The claim related to the number of operations
follows.
Finally, we observe that the modified solution has the same makespan as the original
solution; note that if we have a bad block [j, k), then the makespan of the solution has to
be at least k, and we do not move any cars beyond column k. This concludes the proof of
Lemma 5.
I Corollary 6. Let Y be a solution for P1 that is simultaneously makespan-optimal and
cost-optimal. Then Y is also a feasible makespan-optimal solution for P0. Furthermore, the
total number of moves in Y is at most 1.5 times the total number of moves in a cost-optimal
P0 solution.
Proof. If the optimum cost of P0 is W +D moves, by Lemma 5 there is a solution for P1
with at most W + D + min(D,W ) ≤ 1.5(W + D) moves. Hence the optimum of P1 is at
most 1.5 times as expensive as the optimum of P0. By Lemma 5 we also have the same
makespan. J
In particular, if can use algorithm A1 to find an optimal P1-solution Y , and then apply
Corollary 6 to show that the solution is a good approximation also for P0.
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Figure 1 Reduction from the minimum vertex cover problem in 3-regular graphs. For each node
(here labeled A, B, C, D) we construct a cavity that holds three orange cars, one per incident edge.
Blue and black cells are cars that are already on their target lanes and hence they can only move
right (delay). We label the edges arbitrarily with numbers 1, 2, . . . , m; these correspond to the lowest
m lanes. If edge number ` connects nodes u and v, then there is one orange car with label ` in cavity
u and one orange car with label ` in cavity v. These will need to reach lane `. There are two good
routes, shown with orange arrows, one that takes the orange car to column x and one that takes the
orange car to column y. To reach column x we will need to delay the black car that is blocking the
way. One of the cars has to reach column x; hence for each edge {u, v} we will need to move the
black car in front of cavity u or cavity v. The set of cavities in which we have moved black cars
forms a vertex cover; conversely, if we have a vertex cover of size k it is sufficient to move only k
black cars. To complete the proof, one has to check that the blue “walls“ are sufficiently thick so
that any solution that involves moving blue car is strictly worse than a solution that only moves
black and orange cars.
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6 Hardness of the multi-lane version
To conclude this work, we will briefly look at what happens when we generalize the lane-
changing problem from two lanes to multiple lanes. Assume that we have κ lanes, and the
cars are labeled with targets {1, 2, . . . , κ}. The operations are a natural generalization of the
two-lane case: we can delay car if there is empty slot after it, and we can move an agent
sideways if there is empty space in an adjacent lane. We can only move agents sideways
towards their target lane, not away from it.
We will now show that minimizing the total cost for this generalization is NP-hard; we
only sketch the key ideas of the argument. The proof is by reduction from the minimum
vertex cover problem in 3-regular graphs – this special case of the vertex cover problem is
known to be NP-hard [5]. Given a 3-regular graph G with n nodes, we construct a multi-lane
instance as shown in Figure 1. If and only if there is a vertex cover of size at most k for
graph G, we can route the orange cars to their target lanes so that (1) none of the blue cars
are moved, (2) exactly k black cars are delayed once. The construction has sufficiently thick
“walls” formed by blue cars such that if we try to move blue cars to make space for orange
cars, the cost will be higher than the solution obtained by the above strategy for the trivial
vertex cover of size k = n.
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